A large, incorporated area with high population density
A shopping __ has retail stores with covered common walking areas
A narrow road between buildings, usually in a city
Some small towns may have only one traffic __
__ allow city residents to enjoy nature without leaving town
Streets: road, drive, boulevard, __, expressway, etc.
A shopping __ has retail stores that share a common parking area
A usually poor area populated by a single ethnic or religious group
Many cities were established near __, lakes or other attractions
Common term for the unending outward expansion of cities
A __ community is a suburb with a long commute to the city
Larger cities may include a __ that circles it to help commuters
__ lanes reduce congestion by encouraging drivers to share the ride
The inner city or __ district is often the older, run-down city core
A city's museums, parks, and social structure help define its __
A __ __ street or cul-de-sac is a favorite place for kids to play
Most cities have at least one of these running through town
A __ or frontage road runs along an expressway for local access
A section or area of a city, frequently with geographical boundaries
Destination for the ambulances
Large houses owned by the very wealthy, often in gated communities
In some cities it's an hour long, in some it's more
Most modern gas __ include convenience stores
A __ may be necessary if a roadway crosses a waterway
A circular structure in an intersection designed to keep traffic moving
Watch for red or yellow trucks leaving the __ __
__ areas include homes, but no businesses
A large city may have a group of __ downtown with expensive offices